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Part 1: Methodology and Findings
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Human Centered Design
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Human Centered Design

Our Process:

Human Centered Design is an iterative 
process, that involves cycling through three 
stages: empathizing, ideating, and prototyping.

Interviews were our primary technique for 
developing strong empathy with 
unaccompanied youth, and we spent the 
majority of the project in this phase, conducting 
15 interviews over 7 weeks.

As we were conducting interviews, we also 
organized and analyzed our findings, which 
meant generating many different ideas.  We 
spent roughly five weeks ideating.

Finally, we spent three weeks developing and 
testing three low-resolution prototypes.

While each stage is unique, the lines between 
them are blurred to ensure the greatest 
connection of proposal to end user.  This 
overlap is why the total weeks of identified in 
the diagram exceeds the 10 week project 
timeline.
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Driving Question

Description of Activity

Recognizing the ambiguity inherent to this project, the team began by conducting a series of conversations both with the 
client and internally to develop a driving question.  A driving question is used in human centered design to check ideas 
against to determine their merit.  It also aids the team by providing a clear direction in which to aim.  The conversation to 
develop this question was based on the questions below, and resulted in several insights.  First, we settled on the word 
influence, as we recognized that not going to, or getting off, the streets is only meaningful if it is a choice made by youth on 
their own accord.  Second, we determined that being “off the streets” was the end goal.  We were careful not to say “get 
youth back in their home,” as we learned that is often not the healthiest place to be.  Simultaneously, we recognize that the 
streets are dangerous and do not meet the basic needs of youth.

Process
1. What is the problem we are trying to solve?
2. What is the ultimate impact we are trying to have?
3. What are some potential solutions to this problem?
4. What key contextual constraints influence this problem?
5. How can we frame this information as a Driving Question?

Driving Question?

How can we influence unaccompanied youth to stay off the streets?
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Interview Questions and Techniques

Stage 2
First Interview
Gathered Data
Created Mindsets
Formed Key Assumptions

Stage 1
Revised Questions
Meeting with M.V. Counselors
Trauma Informed Training

Stage 4
Final 
Prototype

Stage 3
Group Workshop 
with YAC
Tested Prototype
and Assumptions

Description of Process
We divided our ideation process into four stages of development and revision, which emphasizes how critical interviews 
were to the process. In the first stage we revised our questions and prepared for the interviews. The second stage kicked off 
our interview process. In this stage we gathered our original data without testing any solutions in order to form basic 
assumptions about the youth. We then aggregated this data and identified key themes. In stage three, we took what we 
found in stage two and tested it in the form of more interviews for revision. Once our assumptions were revised we then 
started to ideate prototypes, which we revised again with more interviews. This process led up to us creating a final 
prototype that we checked with a few last interviews. We completed 15 interviews and tested/revised three prototypes.

Visualization

15 Interviews
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Training
We spent a lot of time revising our interview questions to ensure we would get the information we needed with minimum 
impact on our interviewees. This was important because we could easily create unnecessary trauma by forcing our 
interviewees to relive past experiences that caused them stress. Our trauma informed training taught us the correct 
responses to hearing traumatic stories and we employed this throughout our process of gathering data. One way this was 
reflected was in wording. We were very selective with the way we worded our questions. We avoided questions that implied 
being on the streets was a choice, because we learned from our training that for some of the youth it isn’t and it can be 
insensitive to imply that.

Execution
We laid out each interview in a precise but relaxed manner. It was important to make the people we were interviewing feel 
comfortable so that we could get engage with them fully, but this came with the burden of having to gather a lot of data in a 
short amount of time. In order to effectively gather our data, our interviews started with a short, open conversation that was 
meant to develop a relationship. The interview would start out with us giving introductions about our group and then move 
into a broad question about the interviewee that was related to their interests/hobbies. This also was reflected in the second 
stage of each interview, where we asked more broad questions pertaining to their decision making processes. Once a 
relationship was established and the interviewee was comfortable, the interview got much more precise. We would move 
into direct questions about resources and how they relate or contrast to street life in order to directly identify preferences. 
This part of the interview was usually the most concise, because while we still left room for ambiguity the questions were 
much more direct. To finish the interview we asked a wrap up question to check for missed information or errors. 

It is important to note how much each interview changed depending on who we were talking to. Not all questions got asked 
in any one interview and the language of each question was changed in the moment to seem natural. The interviews were 
meant to be conversational so that the youth felt comfortable, and no two interviews were the same.

Interview Questions and Techniques
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Findings
The most interesting finding that came out of the interviews was that none of the youth were very similar. All of our 
interviewees had completely different life experiences. In addition, each was completely unique in response to questions 
about resources and the street. This caused some difficulty in our initial ideation process, but stood out as one of the 
defining characteristics we identified in unaccompanied youth. Hearing their stories was not only eye-opening but also 
inspiring, and each member of our team gained a significant amount of respect for the people we were trying to empathize 
with.

In addition to this, the youth we interviewed were candid in their answers. We went into our interviews with the assumption 
that it would be difficult to ask about traumatic information and we were surprised when this was not the case. Almost all the 
youth we talked to were eager to share their experiences with us, which helped us a lot when gathering our findings.

Full List of Interview Questions
See on p63 in attached appendices. 

Oregon Consulting Group

Interview Questions and Techniques
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Interview Questions and Techniques

Can you tell me a bit about yourself?

What are critical moments for unaccompanied youth deciding to go to the street?

How do you make decisions?
● What motivates you?
● What do you consider when deciding how to spend your time?

Is there anything holding you back from getting help when you need it?

If you are looking for help, where is the first place you would go?

If you created an ideal resource or service for unaccompanied youth, what would it be?

Is there anything we missed, or that we should have asked?
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Empathy Map

Purpose 
Once we conducted our interviews, we organized what we found into four categories. This broke down each detail of what 
our interviewees told us they thought, what they directly said, what they said they did and how they said they felt. Each 
entry under these categories was a phrase or quote that represented a finding. Once this was organized, we identified key 
themes and insights. This helped us synthesize the findings into what later became our mindsets.

Think Say

Do Feel
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Empathy Map

Think
• Not for me 
• I’m alone/ independent 
• I don’t need help 
• Some resources are too extreme 
• Resources from school can only last so long 
• Housing is the only solution 
• Stuff kept in safe place is important 
• Education is a big part of solution 
• Street is good 
• Street is bad 
• 15th Night statistic is correct 

Description
Thoughts we identified varied widely, but there were some 
common themes. One of the most important was that some 
youth thought certain resources ‘weren’t for them.’ They 
had preconceived ideas about what was required to use a 
resource and thought that their situation was not severe 
enough or that they were undeserving of said resource. 
Another key theme in think was that housing was the only 
solution to their problem. This is something that everyone 
we talked to was trying to obtain somehow, which factored 
greatly into our solution ideation. Part of this was also that 
homeless youth saw their education as a means to get 
housing. Almost everyone we talked to was trying to find a 
job, and knew that getting a degree was a key piece to the 
puzzle.
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Empathy Map

Say
• “Mario Land”  
• “Home – free” 
• “I don’t hang out with people because I want 

the best for me” 
• “Now kids have some money and spend it all 

then rely on other means” 
• “Everyone hits a rock bottom” 
• “Family Trouble” 
• Community has a certain perception of 

homelessness 
• Homelessness is an easier problem than 

living at home 
• Goal is for you to go home 
• The streets are our living room 
• You gotta do what you gotta do 
• “Bad people in shelters… good people on 

streets surrounded by proper citizens” 
• Tweaker gangs take in newly homeless

Description
We heard a lot from the youth we interviewed. Some of this 
was more interesting than insightful, but the key insights 
from this category are that some youth avoid street life and 
everyone we talked to touched on some kind of family 
trouble. One of the key finding was that while some youth 
go to the streets to have fun, others go because they have 
no choice. This type of person we interviewed is actively 
trying to change themselves and get out of their situation, 
and they’ve correctly identified that passing on the things 
that are normal in street culture helps them in the long run. 
The second key finding here is that everyone we talked to 
identified some kind of family trouble in the past. Part of 
being homeless is that you have nowhere else to go. You 
have expended your resources and one of those is your 
family. This was a key insight for our prototypes later and is 
responsible for key attributes in our solution.
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Empathy Map

Do
• Find a place in a “faction” (gang) 
• Go “downtown” 
• Sleep under a bridge 
• Exhaust friend/ family couch resources 
• Walk everywhere 
• Use Google to find resources 
• Don’t plan escape 
• Plan escape 

Description
This section of the empathy map is the most 
straightforward. We collected a list of what the youth told us 
they did during their time. A key finding for us was 
identifying that the phrase “go downtown” was used as 
slang for not only going downtown but also going to the 
streets. When the youth we talked to described hanging out 
on the streets they always referred to downtown as a place 
to hang out with other unaccompanied youth. Overall, 
downtown was quickly associated with the negative 
influence street culture had on youth. The second key 
insight in the do category was that the youth we talked to 
walk everywhere. None of them have cars and they use the 
bus as their primary form of transportation. For some, they 
are unable to use the bus for various reasons and walk 
across town to get the things they need. This has a huge 
effect on their willingness to seek out resources and makes 
getting the wrong information extremely detrimental to their 
productivity, highlighting how much they can struggle to do 
things that otherwise would be normal. 
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Empathy Map

Feel
• Unsafe 
• Exhaustion 
• Adults don’t trust them 
• Desire to be/ waiting to be of age 
• Misunderstood at school 
• As if the tipping point was out of their control 
• Abandonment 
• Frustration with resources 
• Ashamed about upbringing 
• Instability 
• Drugs are influential 
• Empowered by opportunity 
• Reflective nature 
• Want to be heard 
• Jade is great 

Description
Key themes about how the youth felt were identified by our 
trauma informed training early on in the process of our 
interviews, and came up as strong themes later in 
responses. As our training indicated, these youth have 
strong feelings of abandonment by both their family and 
society. Other important findings in this category relate to 
their feelings of abandonment. Youth we talked with felt 
misunderstood by most everyone and ashamed about their 
situation and upbringing. These feelings play a part in most 
of the elements of our solution because they have a large 
impact on youth deciding to connect with resources.
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Mindsets

Description
The next step in our ideation process was to take our findings out of think, say, do, feel and rearrange them according to the 
key themes we identified. These are typically called personas, which organize key traits and needs of a target market. We 
ran into problems when classifying these personas because, as mentioned earlier, there was almost nothing similar between 
the people we interviewed. We decided to call these mindsets because they are simply attitudes and not traits. The key 
distinction being that these mindsets can change over time and no one person can be categorized permanently within a 
given mindset. The preferences of these youth change quickly depending on how they are feeling in the moment and 
mindsets reflect this better than personas.
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Mindsets

Step 1:
Organize findings into categories that reflect attitudes and themes in our target population.

● Don’t plan escape 
● Feel instability 
● Feel as if adults don’t trust them
● Sense of abandonment
● Think that they don’t need to ask for help
● Turned off to resources for whatever reason
● Feel as if the tipping point was out of 

their control 
● Ashamed about upbringing
● Tweaker gangs take in the 

newly homeless

● Find a place in a “faction” (gang) 
● Go downtown 
● Street is good 
● “New kids have some money and spend it all, then rely on other new kids”
● “Bad people in shelters...good people on streets. Surrounded by proper citizens 

on the streets” 
● Streets = “Mario Land” 

● Plan escape
● See the streets as bad
● Use Google to find resources
● Feel a desire to be 18 / of 

age 
● Empowered by job 

opportunities
● “I don’t hang out with 

people because I want 
what’s best for me” 

● Education is a big part of 
solution

● Want to be heard
● Feel unsafe
● Frustrated with resources 
● Exhausts friend / family 

couch resources

● I’m alone / independent
● “Homelessness is an easier 

problem than living at home” 

● Think that “resources are 
not for me”

● Some resources are too 
extreme

● “The streets are our living 
room”

● Peers are extremely 
influential

● Drugs are influential
● Community has a certain 

perception of homelessness 
● “You gotta do what you gotta do”
● “Everyone hits a rock bottom” 
● Family trouble
● Misunderstood at school
● Feeling of exhaustion
● Resources from school only 

temporary
● Housing is the only solution 
● Stuff kept in a safe place is important



Community has a 
certain perception of 
homelessness 

Family trouble

Housing is the only 
solution 
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Mindsets

Resigned
Someone with this mindset feels 
stuck in the mud. They have 
searched for solutions but are 
unable to find any or have given up 
and view 
themselves as 
unable to change 
their current 
situation.

Want Street Life
A person with this mindset is not looking to change. They 
have found a community on the streets and are 
comfortable in their situation. This type of person will use 
resources as needed, but is not looking to change.

Independent
Someone with this mindset actively 
tries to escape their situation in any 
way they can. They plan ahead of 
any kind of decision and are 

knowledgeable 
about resources. 
Unlike the 
resigned mindset, 
they believe they 
can influence their 
situation.

I’m alone / independent

“Homelessness is an 
easier problem than 
living at home” 

“The streets are our 
living room” 

Peers are extremely 
influential

Frustrated with 
resources 

Exhausts friend / family 
couch resources

Step 2:
Label each category and create a description.



Description
The mindsets we identified were an integral piece in the process of creating our solution. They allow us to test how functions 
of the prototype work from the viewpoint of the people we are trying to help. In this product adoption, it is shown that 
independent mindsets are the first to find resources, because they are more likely to search for them. This insight helped us 
determine that, because youth typically hear about resources from other youth, our solution should target independent and 
resigned mindsets specifically to be implemented well. 
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Mindset Adoption Curve

Early Adopters Followers Resistors



Long-term 
Instability
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Family Discord

Critical Event

Relative Stability

Target Area

Journey Map Overview

The Journey Map is a tool used to make generalizations about the target audience’s 
timeline. We used this tool to focus our areas of interest on specific moments in the 
journey map, place observations from the Empathy Map and Mindsets Map in their 
relevant stages, and further distill the information gathered during interviews. Through 
this analysis four key stages in the journey map: family discord, a critical event, a path 
towards long-term instability, and a path towards relative stability.  We decided to limit 
our area of interest to just before the critical event, and before the 15th night, with the 
14th night marked by the tick-mark along the long-term instability path. 
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Journey Map OverviewJourney Map Part 1: Family Discord

Shame surrounding situation and asking for help

Unclear about where to go, who to ask

Family discord

Street can be a better 
place than home

Strong peer influence

Target Area

Zoom
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Journey Map OverviewJourney Map Part 1: Family Discord

Shame surrounding situation and asking for help

Unclear about where to go, who to ask

Family discord

Street can be a better 
place than home

Strong peer influence

Target Area

Zoom

The first unifying characteristic we noticed throughout our interviews was that of family discord. This element began early 

in the unaccompanied youth timeline and the stage lasted a varying about of time, from months to years. We included in 

discord issues such as abuse, fighting, and economic instability, among any other issue that might be causing difficulty at 

home. For unaccompanied youth, this discord is often the reason that they begin to feel that the street might be a better 

option than staying at home. Along with family discord comes a certain amount of shame. This can be shame about the 

family’s situation, or shame around feeling like one might need help. During this first stage in the journey map youth are 

also unlikely to know what resources might be available to them, or to know who they might be able to ask to find out. In 

combination with the element of shame, this makes it very difficult for youth to get any assistance during the family discord 

stage. Throughout the journey map we also observed a prevalent theme of strong peer influence. A student on the journey 

to homelessness is likely to rely on friends and peers as much as on adults or resources in their lives, so the influence of 

these individuals plays a strong and continuous role in the journey map.
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Journey Map Overview

Unclear about where to go, who to ask

Journey Map Part 2: Critical Event

Not for meFight or flight

Target Area

Strong peer influence

Zoom
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Journey Map Overview

Unclear about where to go, who to ask

Journey Map Part 2: Critical Event

Not for meFight or flight

Target Area

Strong peer influence

Zoom

When family discord comes to a climax, or an unexpected difficulty arises, or a youth simply reaches a breaking point,  we 

categorized this as a critical event. Every unaccompanied youth we spoke with had experienced this critical event which 

sent them either on the path to long-term instability or temporarily on that path before returning to relative stability. In this 

moment of the critical event, the fight or flight instinct comes into play. Youth may feel like they need to make a tough 

decision out of necessity, or that they have no other choice than going to the street. Many youth also fail to realize that 

there are resources available to them in that moment because they feel that those resources are “not for me.” This 

perception comes from the idea that their situation is not the worst it could be and therefore they are not entitled to 

resources. Because youth feel like resources are not for them in this moment, they are also unlikely to seek out any 

resources if they do not know of any. This means that for those youth who did not know where to go or who to ask during 

the family discord stage, they are unlikely to find out in this stage of the journey. At this critical event, peer influence can 

be one of the biggest pulls towards street life or staying at home. For example, if your peer offers you a place to stay away 

from home during a critical event, you are more likely to leave home. Or alternatively, if your friend directs you towards 

resources during a critical event, you are more likely to use them.
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Journey Map OverviewJourney Map Part 3: Nights 1-14

Resources are not youth-centered
Doubt around effectiveness

Resources are: 
strict/bureaucratic
sparse
patronizing

Community perception of 
homeless is negative

Unclear about where to go

Shame 
surrounding 

accessing 
resources

Target Area

Zoom

Strong peer influence
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Journey Map OverviewJourney Map Part 3: Nights 1-14

Resources are not youth-centered
Doubt around effectiveness

Resources are: 
strict/bureaucratic
sparse
patronizing

Community perception of 
homeless is negative

Unclear about where to go

Shame 
surrounding 

accessing 
resources

Target Area

Zoom

Strong peer influence

After the critical event, on the path towards long term instability, several themes and general observations can be made 

about the first 14 nights, despite the wide variety in youth experiences. During the first few nights away from home, youth are 

still unlikely to know where to go to access resources or even to find out information about resources. However, the longer a 

youth is on the street, the more information they acquire about resources. This slow process of education usually occurs 

through the strong social network formed on the street, demonstrating again the prominent role of peer influence. Once a 

youth has spent a few nights on the street though, they begin to develop shame around being homeless, due to the prevalent 

stigma against the homeless both in schools and in the community at large. Youth may feel ashamed about accessing 

resources that they have learned about through friends, and ashamed of asking adults in their for help. If a youth does chose 

to try to use a resource, they often discover that the resources is not youth-centered. By this we mean that the resource, and 

the process by which is it accessed, is not organized in such a way that adequately serves youth needs. Many interviewees 

said that when they did try to access resources, it was difficult, or unclear, or simply was not the right fit for them. After a 

potentially negative first, second, or even third experience (either personal or a friend’s) with resources, youth likely settle into 

a perception that resources are, among other things: strict, bureaucratic, patronizing, and unfortunately, sparse. In the case, 

even if experiences with a resource are positive, it can be challenging to have all your needs met by a resource operating at 

capacity. These are the experiences and perceptions that lead to a youth spending more than 14 nights on the street, and 

prevent them from returning to a path of relative stability.
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Journey Map OverviewJourney Map Part 4: Nights 14+

Does not need or want resources

Journey Map Part 4: Nights 14+

Survivalism

Resignation

Resources are ineffective and unreliable

Target Area

Strong peer influence

Zoom
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Journey Map OverviewJourney Map Part 4: Nights 14+

Does not need or want resources

Journey Map Part 4: Nights 14+

Survivalism

Resignation

Resources are ineffective and unreliable

Target Area

Strong peer influence

Zoom

Following the 15th Night, returning to relative stability becomes more difficult. We noticed that in this stage of the journey 

map, survivalism begins to play a significant role in youth’s decision making process. This results in a mentality of “you 

gotta do what you gotta do” in order to stay alive. While in this stage youth become stuck in the perception that resources 

are ineffective and unreliable. Entrenched in this negative, hopeless, and resigned mindset, youths are unlikely to seek out 

any help to get them out of their situation, or they truly believe there is no way out. Ultimately this can lead to 

unaccompanied youth not wanting resources or thinking that they do not need resources. Peer influence can reinforce this 

point of view and the social network of the street has the ability to substitute for an institutional support network formed by 

resources. While it is still possible to return to a path of stability from this stage, we decided to target our efforts towards the 

youth who have not yet reached this part of their journey map.
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Key Findings

How can we influence unaccompanied 
youth to stay off the streets?

Mindsets
Independent (Early Adopters): Make accessing 
resources more efficient
Resigned (Followers): Make accessing 
resources easier
Want Street Life (Resistors): Make resources 
more appealing

Journey Map
Discord: Information about resources presented
Critical Event: Youth know what to do
First 14 Nights: As easy as possible to access 
resources
After 15th Night: As easy as possible to access 
resources

Methodology and Findings Narrative

As mentioned before, the preceding diagrams and 
frameworks were used to help us organize what we were 
learning.  Youth homelessness is a major issue, and we 
recognize the futility of attempting to address the issue in 
its entirety.  Rather, we sought to narrow our focus to 
areas in which we would have the most impact.

We identified mindsets that we believe are could be 
influenced, and identified how and when this influence 
could occur.  
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Part 2: Recommendation
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Prototyping Process

Prototyping Narrative

Our process relied on a series of low- 
resolution prototypes to test the validity of 
assumptions we made based interview 
responses.  

Low-resolution means we created 
something that captured the essence of the 
idea, rather than fully fleshing out a 
functional version.  This included roleplay, 
co-creation, and simulation.

As we moved through the prototyping 
process, we worked to distil our solution so 
it addressed specifically the most important 
part of the problem.

We recognize that we are early in the 
prototyping process, but believe that 
perception, best addressed through 
marketing, is the critical first step in 
influencing unaccompanied youth to stay off 
the streets.
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Prototyping Process
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Proposed Prototype

Marketing by 15th Night for existing resources

Purpose: Standardize the perception of resources based on accurate 
information, and provide youth the information they need to get help.

End Goal: Keep youth off the street and in school by connecting them with 
resources.

Prototype Format: Themes of Effective Marketing to Youth
Themes distill findings from interviews, and can serve as a guide for 15th Night or service providers.

Themes of Content: 5 concepts relating to the information presented by marketing materials.
● e.g. messaging, visual character

Themes of Execution: 5 concepts relating to the how marketing materials are presented.
● e.g. location, format
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Theme of Content 1: For You

For You: Youth are entitled to use the resources that were created to serve 
them. 

“I have a tent, so other people need those resources more.” 
“You need to give kids choices so that they can select the better choice.” 
Ineffective Example Effective Example
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Theme of Content 1: For You

For You refers to emphasizing that youth should feel entitled to use the resources that were created to serve them. The 
primary research that was conducted by our team highlighted that many youth felt undeserving of accessing resources. 
Therefore, in marketing resources to youth, there should be an emphasis on the fact that youth can ask for help no matter 
what stage of the journey they are in or how much help they have already received. 

Ineffective Example Effective Example
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Theme of Content 2: No Shame

No Shame: Encourages youth to take action without feeling inferior or blamed. 

“I felt as if I could go to the YMCA without embarrassment because 
everyone else was doing their own thing.”

Ineffective Example Effective Example
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Theme of Content 2: No Shame

No Shame is a theme created to ensure that youth are encouraged to take action without feeling inferior or blamed for their 
situation. This concept involves the removal of the label “homeless” in marketing materials, which in turn removes the 
stigmatization and separation of unaccompanied youth. Simply marketing through “helping youth” is an effective and 
shame-free way to portray a resource.

Ineffective Example Effective Example
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Theme of Content 3: Safe Place

Safe Place: Using this resource will help keep youth out of danger and feeling 
secure.

“I feel safer sleeping on the street because there are proper citizens around 
me, as opposed to shelters where there aren’t good people.”
“I have been stabbed twice, but I still stay on the street.”

Ways in which youth feel unsafe:
- No one will be held accountable if 

something happens to them 
- Peers don’t trust each other
- Employees couldn’t be trusted
- Questionable safety of personal 

possessions
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Theme of Content 3: Safe Place

Safe Place shows that using a resource will help keep youth out of danger and feeling secure. Contrary to popular belief, 
some youth that our team spoke to actually felt safer on the streets because they were surrounded by Good Samaritans 
rather than potential dangers in shelters. This feeling of general unsafeness stems from a number of sources, from a lack 
of accountability to a trust of peers and employees, as well as a questionable safety of one’s personal possessions. 
Marketing that highlights the prioritization of youth safety would build help appeal to unaccompanied youth. 

Ways in which youth feel unsafe:
- No one will be held accountable if 

something happens to them 
- Peers don’t trust each other
- Employees couldn’t be trusted
- Questionable safety of personal 

possessions
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Theme of Content 4: Direct

Direct: The information is presented in a clear, concise, and elegant manner. 

“If you want to get people to talk to you, ask them about a time where they 
weren’t able to access resources.” 

Ineffective Example Effective Example
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Themes of Content 4: Direct

Direct is a theme that focuses on presenting information in a clear, concise, and elegant manner. A vast majority of the 
youth interviewed by our team had an experience in which they did not know where to go or what their first steps would be. 
In order to communicate the “brand” of the resource effectively and eliminate confusion, a logo should always be attached 
to a clear, actionable message such as the one shown in the effective example. Additionally, investing in Search Engine 
Optimization could result in 15th Night and other resources showing up in Google as some of the top links. The search 
results currently are diluted with a many news and scholarly articles that aren’t quite as useful to unaccompanied youth.
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Theme of Content 5: Current and Exhaustive

Current and Exhaustive: The information is up-to-date and highly relevant to 
youth needs. 

One youth had to go to five different clinics to find one that would serve her 
because she is a minor. She also had a lot of difficulty getting insurance, 
mail forwarding, etc.
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Theme of Content 5: Current and Exhaustive

Current and Exhaustive is an essential theme regarding information that is up-to-date and highly relevant to youth needs. 
This could be accomplished through compiling resources in Eugene and any other related information in a directory. A 
directory would greatly increase the efficiency of accessing resources, and could be as simple as a PDF available online 
or a pamphlet distributed in the Eugene Public Library. It could benefit youth by highlighting medical clinics that serve 
minors, having a corresponding map, and being constantly updated as to avoid misleading youth.  A mockup of this 
concept is presented on the following slide.
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Theme of Content 5: Current and Exhaustive



Hidden in Plain Sight: Materials from which you can discreetly retain information. 

“You sort of want to see it and you sort of don’t.”
“For homeless people, the streets are their living room.”
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Theme of Execution 1: Hidden in Plain Sight

Ineffective Example Effective Example

Info.

Information



Hidden in plain sight marketing ensures that people who want to and need to see information, do. It also ensures that there 
is little shame in looking at information. The team saw through our interviews with youth that sometimes they wanted to 
seek help but were not ready to admit this to their peers by interacting with information in an obvious way. It was also 
suggested that the marketing materials should be high up so as not to be vandalized. 
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Theme of Execution 1: Hidden in Plain Sight

Ineffective Example Effective Example

Info.

Information



Relatable Through Art: Marketing materials that empathize with unaccompanied 
youth through artistic expression. 

“Art makes people feel comfortable.”
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Theme of Execution 2: Relatable Through Art

What is Ineffective Art:
- Does not consider youth-lived 

experience 
- Is not visually appealing or 

creative 
- Is cluttered with too much 

information presented at once

Source: http://popsop.com/2014/03/depaul-uk-helps-homeless-youth-find-shelter-selling-graffiti-inspired-artworks/



Through our interviews youth insisted that art was an important part of their upbringing and something that really 
influenced them. The team saw this as an opportunity to use art to relate to unaccompanied youth. Street art, that is 
relatable and visually appealing is a great way to connect youth to resources. 
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Theme of Execution 2: Relatable Through Art

What is Ineffective Art:
- Does not consider youth-lived 

experience 
- Is not visually appealing or 

creative 
- Is cluttered with too much 

information presented at once

Source: http://popsop.com/2014/03/depaul-uk-helps-homeless-youth-find-shelter-selling-graffiti-inspired-artworks/



Youth Involvement: Including youth through the entire creation process of 
marketing materials. 

“I just want to feel like I’m doing a good thing”
One individual offered to help us make a YouTube video to use to market to 
unaccompanied youth.
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Theme of Execution 3: Youth Involvement

Planning Making Materials Providing 
Feedback Repeat

Focus Groups Maker Space Written & 
verbal 
feedback

Enlist Ambassadors



Youth involvement is crucial throughout the marketing process. We recommend that youth are included in planning, making 
and providing feedback. It is important to get creative in the ways youth are asked to be involved. The team sees this as an 
opportunity to host a youth makerspace, brainstorm session and to inspire them. By involving them in the process, youth 
feel empowered and encouraged to seek help and continue to help others. 
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Theme of Execution 3: Youth Involvement

Planning Making Materials Providing 
Feedback Repeat

Focus Groups Maker Space Written & 
verbal 
feedback

Enlist Ambassadors
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Theme of Execution 4: Pervasive

Pervasive: Materials are present in environments frequented by youth at all 
points on their journey map.

“I came home to a locked door and I didn’t know what to do.”

Schools

Hangouts 

Transportation 

v
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Theme of Execution 4: Pervasive

It is important to target youth at all points along their journey map, before they are unaccompanied, once they are on the 
streets and after they have spent some nights on the street. By using pervasive marketing this goal will be obtained. 
However, if marketing is overdone, youth will react negatively to the brand because of thought resources are “trying too 
hard” and are therefore “not cool”.

Schools

Hangouts 

Transportation 

v
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Theme of Execution 5: Community Facing Component

Community Facing Component: Marketing materials should empower 
community involvement and encourage assistance. 

“People look at me like I’m trash.”
“People don’t understand that being homeless is an easier problem than 
being at home.”
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Theme of Execution 5: Community Facing Component

The theme of community facing component is crucial in encouraging members of the community to get involved. By 
focusing on including the community, they feel personally responsible for unaccompanied youth and will begin to take 
action. Like all marketing materials, this component should also include a resource targeted at youth. 
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Phasing

Steps

Creation
1. Develop marketing content with youth 

and marketing experts.

Execution
2. Roll out marketing materials with youth 

in the following order.  
a. Directory
b. Marketing providing ways for youth to 

connect with resources. 
c. Broad, community and youth facing 

mural or public art
Refinement
3. Ensure the marketing content is 

working effectively with youth.

Phasing Narrative

Executing this solution is a significant undertaking, but 
we believe it can be broken down into clear and simple 
steps.  Critical is the involvement of youth throughout the 
process.  This will not only increase the effectiveness of 
marketing materials, but also empower the youth 
involved.  Throughout our interviews, we heard time and 
time again the desire of youth to help each other.

In terms of which materials are created first, we believe 
the best place to start is with a clear and reliable 
directory.  While a directory is not a final solution, it is a 
simple, low-cost way to influence youth to stay off the 
street because they would then know where to go 
instead.  After which, more complex ideas can be 
developed and implemented.  
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Part 3: Conclusion
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Uncertainties

Uncertainty Analysis Process

While we are confident that perception is a critical 
factor in influencing unaccompanied youth to stay 
off the street, we know that perception is a tough 
thing to measure, and that there are significant 
uncertainties imbedded therein.

To illustrate these uncertainties, we defined the 
two we believe are of greatest concern then 
translated them into “proof points.”  Proof points 
are key metrics that we feel if they are likely to be 
met, the City and community should definitely 
pursue this solution.  

These metrics are unscientific, and are intended 
primarily to facilitate discussions around 
overcoming challenges posed by the solution.  
Furthermore, they help everyone develop a 
common understanding of what effectiveness 
means in the context of this project.
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Uncertainties
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Proof Points
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Proof Points
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Conclusion

How can we influence unaccompanied youth to stay off the streets?

We believe we can influence unaccompanied youth to stay off the street by making the process of accessing resources 
easier.  This can be achieved through marketing that provides clear and actionable information that facilitates accessing 
resources, reduces the shame associated with addressing an issue like homelessness, and that makes clear the 
community and service providers are here to help.  The ultimate goal is to change the journey for unaccompanied youth, 
as illustrated below.
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Appendices
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Interview Questions

Ask initial questions- hypothetical, nontraditional questions to break the ice 
Can you tell me a bit about yourself?
What are some things you want to do?

● Where do you want to be in 6 months?
● In your lifetime? 

What is your biggest life challenge?
How do you make decisions?

● What motivates you?
● What do you consider when deciding how to spend your time?
● What needs do you prioritize first?
● What are critical moments for unaccompanied youth deciding to go to the street?

Can you describe a typical night while unaccompanied?
When not living at home, were you able to access resources? 

● Stay connected to school programs?
How did you learn about available resources?
If you are looking for help, where is the first place you would go?

● What role does technology play in finding resources?
Is there anything holding you back from getting help when you need it?
How do you feel about school?

● What do you like the most about school?
● McKinney-Vento program?

- Did the counselors reach out to you, or you to them?
What do you think makes unaccompanied youth feel supported?
If you created an ideal resource or service for unaccompanied youth, what would it be?
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Project Description for Conversation Participants

We are University of Oregon students hired by the City of Eugene to find ways to understand and help 

youth facing homelessness.  We aren't experts in this area, but we believe we could learn a lot from 

you.  We would really appreciate if you would be willing to have a conversation and share your insights 

with us (conversations will take an hour or less, and we will give you a gift card for your time!).  Your 

identity and personal identifying information will be kept confidential.  What we learn from you will 

influence a solution that we share with city officials and community leaders.  Hopefully we can work 

together to make something that has a positive impact.
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Brainstorm of Potential Solutions

• “Life classes” offered in schools
• Soup kitchen 
• Personal belongings storage day & night 
• Sports 
• Computer access 
• Adopt a youth 
• Plant trees
• Website directory 
• Increase available affordable housing 
• Better access to feminine products 
• More long term youth shelters 
• Do nothing 
• Foldable card with resources 
• Crowd share tiny houses 
• More Jade  
• Abuse education 
• Community awareness 
• Ballot measure for increased funding 
• Dynamic perspective of youth training 
• Non-youth resources that service youth  
• Very flexible solution (build your own) 
• Resource selection matrix 
• Donation bank specifically for homeless youth

• Health care for minors system 
• Therapy specific to unaccompanied youth
• Food storage / house supplies sourcing 
• Safe hangout 
• Peer – run system (court) 
• Know your runaway rights card 
• Community “house” 
• Homeless youth “co-op” 
• Grant in which youth decide how to spend it 
• Kiosk 
• City of Eugene internships 
• Automated directory 
• Community sourced jobs 
• Legislative fixes  

• Run away 
• School policies  

• Police Education tutorial of policy 
• Mentors (formerly homeless) + tutors
• Another station 7 on the other side of town 
• The blue safety buttons (like the ones on the UO 

campus) 
• Outward-facing RAN 
• Youth ambassadors downtown 

At about week 4 of the project, our team conducted an exercise in which we brainstormed any and all potential 
solutions. Our ideas were based off of knowledge learned in the interviews we had conducted thus far, and the 
exercise was rooted in the practice of creative confidence and thinking big. 
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Perception of Resources and Directory

Existing
Using our findings from interviews we brainstormed 
descriptions of youth perceptions of existing 
resources and directories.
To break this analysis down we looked at adjectives 
that described current resources and directories, 
and nouns. 

Desired
We then tried to distill from our interviews and our 
own thinking what the ideal perception of resources 
and directories would be. For this activity we also 
brainstormed both adjectives and nouns, for a 
more direct comparison between desired and 
existing. 
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Perception of Resources- Existing

Adjectives
• Strict
• Sparse
• Unsafe
• Goals of resource =/= youth desire
• Unreliable
• Effective
• Not for me

○ Don’t need
○ Don’t deserve

• Bureaucratic
• Impersonal
• Patronizing 

Nouns
• Looking Glass 
• Hosea Youth Services
• Drop in centers
• Alternative Schools
• Food Kitchens
• Hang out spaces
• Donations
• RAN
• The Street (gangs)
• DHS
• Jade
• Friends/Family
• McKinney Vento
• Adult Shelters
• School
• Jobs
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Perception of Resources- Desired

Adjectives

• For you
• Variety
• Easy to use
• Freedom (mobility)
• Reliable
• Simple, efficient, accessible
• Useful, effective
• Safe
• Empowering
• Trust

Nouns
• Focus group - marketing
• Student ambassadors
• Community awareness
• Customer service/feedback
• Presented through credible, sane influences
• Emphasize commitment to safety
• Transparency on why things are the way 

they are
• Youth-centered trainings
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Perception of Directory- Existing

Adjectives

• Inconsistent (perception varies)
• Biased by experience
• Unreliable
• Unequal access
• Unclear (not aware of where to ask) 
• Shame
• Question the effectiveness
• Uninviting

Nouns
• Friends
• McKinney-Vento / 15th Night
• Online
• Walking around 
• Advertisements / marketing 
• School counselors / faculty 
• Police 
• Referral by other resources
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Perception of Directory- Desired

Adjectives

• Consistent
• Same information for everyone 
• Instills hope (empowering) 
• Youth has control of confidentiality
• Reliable, accurate
• Obvious, intuitive 
• Positive 
• Fast, precise
• Exhaustive
• Hidden in plain sight
• Feels like the youth finds the solution
• Civic, diverse 

Nouns
• Peers and adults 
• Warm environment
• Art and personalization 
• Cat, dog, empowerment through helping 
• Strong and transparent brand image 
• Centrally located, with diversity 
• Can go to help or to get help 
• Online access
• Youth jobs
• Cared for, maintained 


